[Cirrhosis of the liver and HCV].
Cirrhosis of the liver is the final morphological stage of most liver diseases with subsequent risk of decompensation and complications (portal hypertension, HCC). At present it is apparent, however, that a dynamic two-way process is involved with a possibility of further progression, but also regression of fibrosis/cirrhosis provided that causal treatment of the basic hepatologic disease is possible. Determining the stage and level of fibrosis progression is absolutely key to further care of the patient, establishment of the prognosis and possibly the treatment indication. At present non-invasive methods of liver fibrosis are the preferred option already, (serum, elastography), which for this indication gradually replace a liver biopsy. These methods allow for an exact estimate of the patients prognosis and first of all long-term non-invasive following of the liver disease development. Chronic hepatitis C is one of the most frequent causes of liver cirrhosis. The healing of hepatitis C is essential for the improvement of patients prognosis and reduction of the risk of complications development. In the field of treatment of this disease a pharmacological revolution has taken place in recent years, unprecedented in the other fields of internal medicine. Due to the exact description and understanding of the cycle of virus replication, a number of direct-acting antiviral drugs have been introduced to the clinical practice, which made it possible to remove interferon preparations (numerous adverse effects) from the treatment after 20 years, but first of all they increased the effect of HCV treatment, reaching approx. 95-100 % healed patients after 12 weeks of the combined therapy. These preparations are essentially free from adverse effects and the treatment lasts 12-24 weeks (with an option of its shortening to 8 weeks). Their main disadvantage is their extremely high cost at the present time.